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Icing on the cake slang definition

Also found: Dictionary, Thesaurus, Medicine, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. An additional benefit or positive aspect of something that is already considered positive or beneficial. Having you all here on my birthday is really wonderful. This gift is icing on the cake. Sarah really wanted that job, so she said the signing bonus was really just the
icing on the cake. See also: cake, icing, onFarlex dictionary Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc. all rights reserved. Att. Enhancement. Wow! A tank full of gas in my new car. It's dry on the cake! Your coming home for a few days was dry on the cake. See also: cake, icing, onMcGraw-Hill dictionary for American idioms and phrasal verbs. © 2002
By McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Also, frosting on the cake. The added benefit of something is already good. For example, all these greeting letters are icing on the cake, or after this beautiful sunrise, the rainbow is just frosting on the cake. This metaphor expression dwells on a sweet creamy coating used to enhance the cake. [Mid-
1900s] See also: cake, icing, onThe American Heritage® dictionary of Idioms by Christine Ammer. Copyright © 2003, 1997 by Christine Ammer Trust 1992. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. BRITISH, AMERICAN OR AMERICAN1. If you describe something as icing on a cake, you thought it
was a very good thing that makes a good situation or performance even better. Driving to your country is the ultimate experience. Being a winning team is icing on the cake. If it works that he or she becomes a friend after you have enjoyed a good professional relationship that is frosting on the cake.2. You can use the icing on the cake to
refer to something that is only a small part of the main one you are talking about. Consumer electronics in Japan now have a 35 billion dollar-per-year business. It's just dry on the cake. Japanese electronics companies are now generating annual 200 billion dollars in sales. Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus has dismissed environmental
issues because of frosting on the cake. See also: Cake, Icing, onCollins COBUILD Idioms Dictionary, 3rd © HarperCollins Publishers 2012 attractive but insignificant addition or improvement. The North American variant of this phrase is frosting on the cake. 1996 Independent public education is no longer always free. Jumble sales and a
summer fair, which is used to secure the sale of a school cake, now provides staple tickets. See also: cake, icing, onFarlex partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017 something attractive, but no need to be added something already very good: the meal was a perfect, wonderful view of the restaurant icing on the cake. See also: cake, inoc,
onFarlex partner idims dictionary © Farlex 2017 n. additional improvement. Wow! A tank full of gas in my new car. It's dry on the cake! See also: cake, icing, onMcGraw-Hill's Dictionary of Slang and Conversational Expressions Copyright © 2006 By McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The added benefit of something is
already good. See also: cake, mesa, onAmerican Heritage® English Dictionary, Fifth edition. Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company in 2016. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Additional advantage or additional benefit. This term refers to a sweet creamy topping cake
and has been passed since the mid-1900s. Book Review Listener used it: All this theology is icing on a cake (April 3, 1969; quoted by OED). See also: Frosting, icing, onThe dictionary clichés by Christine Ammer Copyright © 2013 Christine AmmerSee also: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this
page, or visit the webmaster page to get free fun content. Link to this page: &lt;a href= on+the+cake&gt;crawling on cake&lt;/a&gt; Nussy, or nose, if you will, was discovered during a corona virus pandemic in 2020. People who had to check covid-19 had to have their nose smears right where the brain was connecting, which often led to
people rolling back their eyes and gagging. From it developed a nose-swab-fetish, because we as humans spoiled everything. Oh yes, swab my nussyLor, please I went to medical schooluwu by Pogoextreme December 25, 2020Get Nussy neck hallway and mug. Jan. 15 trending Nussy, or nasal, if you will, was discovered during a
corona virus pandemic in 2020. People who had to check covid-19 had to have their nose smears right where the brain was connecting, which often led to people rolling back their eyes and gagging. From it developed a nose-swab-fetish, because we as humans spoiled everything. Oh yes, swab my nussyLor, please I went to medical
schooluwu by Pogoextreme December 25, 2020Get Nussy neck hallway and mug. When you go to a music festival or other event and they are grossly underrated attendance and massively skimped on port o-potties. Enter #2. There is already a cone scheiss adorning the seat, but you feel confident you can put the last stone. With your
knees unbent and face to door, you ice the cake with success. Note: only one person can claim to have an ice cake for every port o-potty; extra bragging rights if you wipe out the afterwords of a wife beater and swirl that around your prize to fashion it's a makeshift crown gloryby blessing the grave February 25, 2010Get icing cake mug for
your friend Sarah.Jan 15 trending first, before we look at the meaning of this idiom, what is icing? Binge = a sweet substance used as a coating on cakes or biscuits (biscuits) to make them look better or improve its taste. The importance of icing on a cake simple definition: Something that makes a good situation even better or a bad
situation even worse. There are two manure and they strangely happen are opposites. This idiom can be used in a positive and negative sense. Positive meaning = an additional good thing happens to something that is already good or positive making this situation even better. Negative meaning = an additional bad thing is added to
another bad thing that has already happened, making the situation worse. In this case, idioms are used in a sarcastic (or ironic) manner. For example sentences of using Icing on a cake not only offered me a higher salary, but an additional bonus I was freezing on the cake. The athlete received a gold medal and the icing on the cake was
that he also received a sponsorship deal. I got fired from my job, but the icing on the cake was when it started to rain while I was walking home. Frosting on the cake Another version of this idiom is the frosting on the cake, which is used in more American English. Summary Chart Does something recently happened to you that was a sleb
on a cake? Google has been penalized this site for its search rankings for years and a Google employee lied about it. Since they've almost killed this site, I'm going to start releasing the information on Monday August 17th in my conversation with a Google employee who told me about the punishment in secret. This will be ending in my
release of the MBOX file, including the full header. More here. Google has been penalized this site for its search rankings for years and a Google employee lied about it. Since they've almost killed this site, I'm going to start releasing the information on Monday August 17th in my conversation with a Google employee who told me about the
punishment in secret. More here. Google has been penalized this site for its search rankings for years and a Google employee lied about it. I'm going to start releasing the information on Monday August 17th in my conversation with a Google employee who told me about the sentence in secret. More here. Google has been penalized this
site for its search rankings for years and a Google employee lied about it. Details of my conversation with a Google employee who told me about the punishment secretly start Monday August 17th. More here. Google has been lying on penalties against this site for years. My conversation with a Google employee who told me about the
penalty starts dropping August 17th. More here. None found. Slang terms with the same root words Other terms that refer to the cake: Definitions include: a heartfelt form of the address of a loved one, especially a romantic loved one. Definitions include: engage in sex. Definitions include: muscly man Definitions include: displeasing.
Definitions include: often male. a woman is a man who gives her what she wants like money. Definitions include: mouth. Definitions include: save money or increase personal wealth. Definitions include: something easy. Definitions include: unwanted person,, jerk, pesky person, liar, etc. Definitions include: something easy. Embr: be great
or best. Definitions include: buttocks. Other terms related to: Definitions include: seemingly random, but with a secret motive. Definitions include: secret sexual activity with a person who is not their partner. Definitions include: See (own) plate. so much use as a handbrake on canoe definitions include: useless. as useless as the on boar
hog Definitions include: absolutely futile; useless, worthless, absurd or absurd; good-for-nothing or idiotic. Definitions include: do better after adverse events. Definitions include: returned to one meth or crack addiction. Definitions include: offend fun; to the commission. Definitions include: leave (relationship) or refuse. Definitions include:
try to attract orally; hit on. Definitions include: to check something before it is released or submitted. Definitions include: See barge. Definitions include: used to describe a person who is angry and is scolding at someone. Definitions include: engage. Definitions include: be in large numbers. Other terms related to the: Definitions include:



real information or evidence, instruction, know how, where, when and why about something or someone. Definitions include: walking, usually as opposed to driving. Definitions include: questioning. Definitions include: extremely intoxicated definitions include: information. Better in hand than a capercaillie in a tree. Definitions include:
something you are now worth more than two things you are only able to get. Definitions include: good assessment. Definitions include: secret advantage. Definitions include: inclusive. Definitions include: make a bad situation worse. Definitions include: with the time left to complete the task rapidly disappears. Definitions include: with
opinion or belief before it becomes widespread or popular. The goal of Archie at steadfast definitions includes: from a man, to pee. no fun when the rabbit got a gun Definitions include: Someone is butthurt over having something they do to others on a regular basis, done to them Definitions include: secret sexual activity with a person who
is not their partner. I use it (16) No longer use it (1) Heard it, but never used it (5) Never heard it (7) Average 16 votes: 35% (See the most vulgar words.) At least blatant Most vulgar your vote: Noone (vote, click pepper. Vote, as a vulgar word is - not as a means that it is.) At least vulgar Most vulgar Logged users can add themselves to
the map. Login, Register, Login instantly with Facebook. To link to this term on a webpage or blog, insert the following text. &lt;a href= amp;gt;ice on cake&lt;/a&gt; To link to this term on wikipedia, for example, insert the following text. [ cake with cake] the visual site uses a different format, format, check the documentation. Documentation.
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